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About This Game

Susan is back again in the middle of problems of epic proportions deep in the Lost Lands. Weather cataclysm, mythical
creatures, ancient legends - these and more stands before the main hero of the Lost Lands.

"Lost Lands: Ice Spell" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

The cold has come to the Lost Lands in the middle of the summer. Folk are hiding inside, trying to warm their homes. All the
living is frozen, all the flowers are gone, the crops are dead and the birds are running for their lives. Old people say: "The spirit

of the Frozen Mountains has awoken..."
But nobody expects the reason be dug deep in the ancient history of the Lost Lands, when the world was young. And yet an

ancient force was awaken by the common from our world.
Wizard Maaron has called upon the only link between both worlds - Susan.

Explore over 50 stunning locations
Complete over 40 fun and challenging mini-games

Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes and original puzzles
Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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This visual novel has a rhythm minigame which is incredibly bad. The FPS is so low during the minigame that my eyes begin to
hurt. What is more, the minigame has a big problem with syncing the player input with the background music.
About the story: I've completed only two endings, the story is not bad, but I was not impressed.. FINALLY. I've been able to
buy this game... And i love it! It might need even more randomness! But when is there enough randomness? Great job!. Gets
more boring and more boring.. don't buy, not worth even a cent.. I made a mistake relying only on overall review score and not
reading negative reviews, otherwise I wouldn't have bought it.
I hoped this would be a great short detective game, maybe with a mind-blowing plot twist or with non-trivial mechanics. I was
excited to see a magnifying glass and tried to find a good use for it, I wrote down all clues from scientists' notebooks, but
everything was useless. You take object A to person X, get object B in return, rinse and repeat about 10 times.
I don't understand the purpose of the "cutscene" about books and internet. Why even make the frog say it to immediately
"apologise" for it?
Overall, I don't understand who is the target audience for this game. It could be advertised as a game for kids, however the
dialogs probably wont't keep the kid interested. There is no challenge to be a good mystery\/adventure game, no narrative or
exploration possibilities to be a good walking simulator, no depth.. The nostalgia hit hardly fade away. My reason for being a
gamer.
EDIT1: nominated for no apologies award nov 2017. I bought this game, looking at the trailer and thinking to myself, "Oh, so
like a paid Soccer Physics." Boy was I wrong.

While it has the Soccer Physics feel and hilarity, it sets itself away from SP by enabling the player to control 5 players on one
team. Once I learned how to play and started the campaign, I was laughing my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. Totally
worth it.

Though the Tutorial was a bit tough, but, since there's no game mechanics, the game itself would be very hard. This whole game
is just luck, but god damn, is it fun!

10\/10 would make a video about it.. Great game. Remenbers the good old days of sega beat em ups.
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I bought this on sale (most Humongous titles go on sale every few weeks or so) and it was worth the money. I had only played
Putt-Putt Enters the Race before this, and although the voice actor for Putt-Putt is different (which was off-putting at first), this
game is still great fun and has a lot of variety to it. The story is fun, the characters are unique, and the game is big and varied
enough that you could play it multiple times in a row and still have fun.

8/10 for a kid's game, I'd easily recommend it...especially when it's on sale.. Feline State Machines-- a gentle introduction to one
of the most important underlying concepts in computer science, but the difficulty ramps up smoothly and the later levels will
test anyone. Has the same "can't stop thinking about it after the app is closed" appeal as all the best brainteasers.. First of all, the
opponent's hair style is hideous.
It's about 80% waiting, and 20% actually playing.
Long gaps between draws are annoying, and a major pacing issue.

The terms "stick" and "card" show a complete lack of understanding of the game.
There is no double down, there is no split, and there is no insurance.

If the opponent has 21, it still let's you contemplate your moves even though you are doomed to lose.

This game has a long ways to go, and as it stand currently, I cannot recommend this dumpster fire joke of Blackjack.. Sadly, the
game is very short. I know they made other similar games as well but I just can't recommend a game that just takes about half an
hour to complete.. So error riddled and hard to operate. Sadly disappointing.. Sinkr is an extremely satisfying and relaxing
puzzle game that is easy to pick up and hard to step away from. Every action you make is well communicated and easy to undo
if you feel you've messed up.

At $0.99, this game is a steal, and you'd be silly not to pick it up.. F**king blinds. Thumbs down to Doodles Navigating a
Sidewalk: the Videogame!

Okay, okay. That was uncalled for. Actually, Drew and the Floating Labyrinth does a few things well, but not enough to
recommend it to most people and certainly not for anything approaching the eight dollar asking price.

Floating Labyrinth is a puzzle game in which you attempt to navigate a path of floating cubes obscured by various visual tricks.
The puzzles are largely well designed with each unique trick having 10 short levels dedicated to it, which - with the exception of
a few outliars - increase in difficulty from a tutorial level to a fairly complex challenge that will take your average adult player a
few goes to get right. It all comes together in the last approximately 20 levels where all the various visual conundrums are
combined to good effect. For the most part, Floating Labyrinth never feels too easy or controller-snappingly difficult, though
there were a fair amount that I ended up solving by tricky jumps rather than actually using logic and a few that are less puzzles
than they are exercises in patience.

One could argue the biggest drawback of the puzzling in Drew is its small offering of gameplay. Now, 80 levels sounds like a
good deal on paper, but when you ignore levels that are purely vehicles for the story and effortless tutorial levels, it feels short. I
finished the game completely in less than two hours of casual play. If the quality of the game is dragged down by its length,
perhaps it could bring a strong story and visual style to the table. If it did, 60 or so competently designed levels might even be a
perfect length; ending before the game overstays its welcome. Unfortunately, while the minimalist sketch-like visuals and use of
color are pleasing to the eye, the narrative framework is weak.

You play as a young girl seeking a way home, guided only by a soothing voice revealed to belong to a bird that offers periodic
(and just a bit too repetitive) advice. Already we have the indie formula of "small child navigates a bleak, frightening world," so
it's fair to say there will be a loss of innocence and possibly some kind of twist or pseudo-philosophical pretensions. Yes,
Floating Labyrinth did indeed hit evey branch on its fall out of the indie tree, and basic awareness of "artsy" games will leave
you feeling a bit blas\u00e9 at the end; exactly the opposite of the emotional impact the game is fishing for. Ultimately, though,
I believe the narrative fails because it lacks the dialogue-free story open to interpretation of something like Limbo, nor does it
offer enough to characterize Drew, her guide, and their relationship as done right by, say, Portal. The dialogue between them
consists of only a handful of vague sentences for the entire first half of the game and I just never felt invested.

Technically, Drew is okay. It does noticably lack polish that quickly identifies it as being largely the work of one man; I assume
a student showing off the culmination of all their hard work. You can tell by minor things like the inability to rebind keys after
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launching the game and an entirely royalty-free soundtrack (which is very samey between levels). That said, it played fine, I
encountered no bugs, and it looks genuinely good.

So by now you might be thinking, "if the game has some good puzzles and a unique visual style, surely it's still worth my time?"
Well, no. I can't really recommend it on that alone. Sure, some puzzle aficionados or lovers of good art design might enjoy
Drew, but at the end of the day it's a middling experience. And it's a middling experience being offered for more money than
better indie puzzlers, as well as some free ones. I'd place Floating Labyrinth above something you get for free to play on your
phone, but sadly, only just. I'd get this game for maybe one or two dollars tops to enjoy the bite of artsy puzzling goodness it
offers, but I'd suggest you leave off otherwise.

I do hope we see more from Dust Scratch Games in the future, though. With more amibitous writing, a little more polish, and a
willingness to keep trying new ideas, the result could be a great game.

Gosh, this was a dull review. Let's try this: I'm giving this game the bird because that's all it gave me!. This game was amazing
back in its prime, lots of good fun days playing the soccer type mode where you have to carry and shoot a ball into a goal using
powerups to block certain paths of the enemy or passing off to your teammate right before you get blown up. It's a shame the
game is very much dead now, they tried to make it free to play a while ago to bring in more players but it didn't work. RIP
Altitude, should make a second one and bring back the fun.. The ambiance is great, and the visuals hold well. The game is
polished and I can say it does horror like it should be done.

https://youtu.be/OVO9kAVG3hI
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